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Foundations in immigration law
Learn the fundamentals of immigration law so you can take advantage of new
opportunities from the end of dual regulation, including:
•

Understand the legislative framework underpinning Australian immigration law
and the decision-making process

•

Understand recent immigration updates relating to COVID-19

•

Make a valid visa application and lodge relevant evidence and submissions

•

Handle a merits review application at the AAT

•

Identify jurisdictional error for judicial review application purposes

•

Understand how and when to lodge a persuasive Ministerial intervention
request

•

Enhance your practice management, client-liaison and advocacy skills in order
to effectively assist clients from non-English speaking backgrounds; and

•

Identify ethical and professional responsibility issues that arise in the area of
immigration law

Running migration matters at the AAT
Learn about running cases in the AAT’s Migration and Refugee Division. By the end
of this program, you will understand:
•

The Tribunal’s functions and operations with insights into current caseload and
caseload management strategies

•

How to comply with the relevant Practice Directions to effectively assist your
client and avoid the AAT referring non-compliance to the applicable regulator
for investigation and potential disciplinary action

•

How to identify the critical legal issues to draft focussed submissions supported
by appropriate evidence

•

How to confidently handle requests for adjournments and access to
information

•

How to effectively prepare yourself and your client for the hearing

OT H E R O N - D E M A N D P RO G R A MS

How to increase efficiency with document automation
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

What document automation is?

•

Using technology to enable rather than replace lawyers

•

Solicitors Rules to consider when adopting new technology

•

Implementing efficiency using document automation

•

Alan’s experience using document automation at Arnott’s Technology Lawyers

•

Demonstration of document automation software using Contract Instructor

Best practice for running effective eTrials and virtual hearings
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

Online procedures and protocols

•

Opportunities for efficiency gains and cost savings

•

Remote witness management and eAdovcacy

•

New and disruptive technologies; and

•

Arbitral hearings and emerging challenges

The law of covenants and obsolete easements
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

Evidence required to support an abandoned easement application

•

Contesting an abandoned easement application – written objection or
caveat/court?

•

Covenants that are deemed obsolete by the Real Property Act

•

Covenants that cannot practically operate
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The law of covenants and obsolete easements
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

Evidence required to support an abandoned easement application

•

Contesting an abandoned easement application – written objection or
caveat/court?

•

Covenants that are deemed obsolete by the Real Property Act

•

Covenants that cannot practically operate

Ethical lessons from other lawyers’ dilemmas and breaches
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

Ethical ‘KPIs’ -Why do people behave unethically? Are you susceptible?

•

Disciplinary trends - Are you at risk? If not why not?

•

Ethical reasoning - Decision making model

•

Other ethics ‘news’ - Any implications for you

Introduction to powers of attorney
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

The legislative framework, capacity to grant an EPOA or a AEG

•

Understand the test for capacity

•

Learn tips to draft an enduring power of attorney

•

Learn tips to drafting appointments of enduring guardian

•

How these powers interact with other estate planning documents

•

Case study examples

Online family law mediation and collaborative practice
At the end of this program, you will understand:
•

The benefits and challenges of online vs face-to-face dispute resolution

•

How lawyers can prepare effectively for mediation and collaborative
practice matters

•

Tips for participating in mediating and collaborative practice matters
remotely

•

Legal tech tools to assist in the resolution of family law disputes in a post
COVID-19 environment, including a brief introduction to FamilyProperty

The ethics of handling suspicious clients and matters
This one-hour on-demand short course will cover:
•

Red flags for suspicious clients

•

Client identification and knowing your client

•

Mastering professional scepticism when dealing with suspicious matters

The fundamentals of oral advocacy
In this one-hour fundamental guide where you will learn about:
•

Directions hearings – matters to be prepared to address

•

Trials – developing a case theory

•

Trials – practical suggestions as to how to prepare

•

Tips for whenever you are on your feet
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Trust money fundamentals - know your obligations
In this one-hour fundamental guide where you will learn about:
•

What is trust money and the different types

•

Where should trust money be paid

•

What law practices must do

•

Dispersing funds without authority

•

Mixing trust monies with other monies

•

Receiving trust money in cash

•

Deficiency in trust accounts

•

Responsibilities of principals

•

Liability of principals

Shareholder agreements and buyout essentials
In this one-hour fundamental guide where you will learn about:
•

Purpose and structure of a shareholder’s agreement

•

Valuation methodologies

•

Drag and tag clauses

•

Dutch auction/market simulation clauses

•

Drafting considerations

The intersection between employment law and insolvency
This on-demand recording discusses:
•

Priority payments for employees including directors and shadow directors

•

The Fair Entitlements Guarantee

•

Insolvency in the gig economy – are workers contractors or employees?

COV I D

The impact of COVID-19 on elder law
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

What changed during the pandemic?

•

Interacting and providing advice with older clients

•

Assessing and screening for mental capacity and assist with substitute
decision making documents while maintaining social distancing

•

The impact on aged care and those with special needs

The impact of COVID-19 on business and employment law
In this on-demand recording, you will gain an understanding of:
•

The JobKeeper scheme: impact, implications and future trend.

•

Temporary changes to the Fair Work Act in response to COVID-19

•

A COVID-19 safe workplace: employer obligations for working from home and
return to work

•

Adopting a people focus: the role of meaningful consultation, modern award
changes and JobKeeper

•

Creating a positive and productive workplace culture

•

The path to thriving not surviving COVID-19

The impact of COVID-19 on wills and estates
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

The Electronic Transitions Amendment (COVID-19 Witnessing of
Documents) Regulation 2020 and its impact on practice and procedure

•

What documents the regulation applies to, what is allowed and any
potential risks
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Managing law firm risk during COVID-19 and beyond
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

Similarities and differences between managing risk and managing a crisis

•

Evaluating the effectiveness of your first response/business interruption plan

•

New and old risks in lockdown and beyond

•

Mindset for coping with uncertainty

Family law: recent cases and court practice during COVID-19
In this on-demand program, you will gain an understanding of:
•

Updates from recent and prominent cases

•

Court procedure and operation during the COVID-19 pandemic and what
special measures have taken place; and

•

The lessons learnt and how day-to-day practice may change in a postCOVID-19 world.

CPD Interacitve
If you need to top up just a few points or your preference is to learn online, CPD Interactive offers over 100 online courses
covering all the mandatory areas.
You have the option to purchase individual courses for $99 or subscribe and gain so much more.

With a CPD Interactive $499 annual subscription, you can:
• Access over 100 courses to satisfy all the mandatory areas – Skills, Ethics, Substantive Law, Practice Management
• Gain unlimited access for 12 months
• Easily record all your CPD in one place with our CPD tracker
• Gain 24/7 anytime, anywhere access to continue your learning

Subscribing is easy!
1. Subscribe online at www.cpdinteractive.com.au or
2. Call our Client Services team if you would like assistance, by phone on 1300 506 402
3. Email us cpd@collaw.edu.au.

collaw.edu.au/CPD

